
Five stars product with great
customer service

 

 

Very happy. Already installed the Single Din Android 10 head
unit for 3 weeks, runs very fast, does not heat, does not lay.
I am updating my review for this company from a one star to a
five-star. Very good stamping and casting quality of metal
parts. Plastic is also very well made, haptic not the best,
but the volume control is soft padded and is very comfortable,
does not slip through. Image is TOP, colors are very good and
even. Touchscreen goes without problems even Multi. I have
problem with the backup camera installation, they dealt with
my  issues  immediately  professionally  and  took  care  of
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everything  right  away..

Their customer service is second to none. I love the radio, it
makes my GMC safer to back up with the backup camera. So –
recommendation to buy.

Headphones that let you move
more freely
You have the music, you have telephony, you have freedom of
movement – but you don’t have a cable. That’s the difference
wireless  headphones  featuring  Bluetooth  make.  Easy  on  the
batteries Bluetooth headsets allow for hours and hours of
listening pleasure. Furthermore, without a cable to be careful
about, they make great travelling companions.

 

Pumpkin also released wireless Bluetooth headsets recently.
The features of them are followings.
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Active noise cancelling technology: Greatly reduce the noise
during travel, work and anywhere in between. Advanced active
noise reduction technology can eliminate aircraft cabin noise,
urban traffic or busy offices, allowing you to focus on what
you want to listen to and enjoy music, movies and videos. The
noise cancellation function can work normally in wired and
wireless modes.

Comfortable design: The earmuffs imitate the texture of human
skin  to  ensure  lasting  comfort.  They  are  foldable  and
stretchable, so you can find the perfect fit and outstanding
durability without constraints. Zihnic is the best choice for
boys, girls, children, teenagers and adults for travel, sports
and daily use.

Bluetooth 5.0 connection: used to provide fast and stable
Bluetooth connection. Simply slide the on/off button and the
headset  will  enter  pairing  mode.  The  wireless  headset  is
compatible with all Bluetooth-enabled or 3.5 mm plug cables!
You  can  also  receive  calls  and  perform  hands-free
communication  through  a  special  noise  reduction  technology
microphone.  Pumpkin  headset  is  compatible  with  all  mobile
phones, tablets, Pods and PCs.

Long battery life and dual modes: Pumpkin headphones have a
built-in rechargeable battery, 10 hours of music time, and 2
hours of fast charging. After playing for 20 hours, you can
switch to wired mode and enjoy music without interruption. You
don’t need to worry about power shortages during long-distance
travel.



Dual  Screen  Portable  DVD
player & Twin DVD player
Dual screen DVD player is common used now, but do you know
dual screen DVD player can be divided into two types? It can
be divided into dual screen portable DVD player and twin DVD
player. Although they seem similar, each DVD player offers a
very  different  set  up  to  the  other  and  has  different
advantages and disadvantages. These two are ideal for in-car.

 

Dual Screen Portable DVD player

– Share the same movie on both screens

– The slave player can not accept DVD discs and cannot play
another different DVD movie.

– Slave player can be powered by main player

– Lower price than twin DVD player
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Twin DVD player

– Share the same movie on both screens

– Watch different movies on each screens

– The two screens can be split up from each other and used
totally independently to the other

– Offers a much more flexible solution

– More expensive than dual screen portable DVD player

When considering which portable DVD player set up to buy the
main influencing factor is always going to be the part you
value most. For example, the twin DVD player able to meet age
and gender gap between kids. But if your kids are similar ages
and are happy to watch the same movie, then a dual screen
portable DVD player may well be the ideal solution.

Pumpkin supplies dual screen DVD players and twin DVD players.
You can view Pumpkin full range of portable DVD players.
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